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XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
A Weekly Neavspaper By Students From The Evanston And Downtown Ca1np1ises.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1956

Mardi Gras Barrels Into High Gear
Convocation Schedule
Set; Rector To Speak
Speake1· Seeks
Spring Series
Begins Wednesday Better 'Small Talk'
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman,
S.J., has recently released the
spring, 1956 c o n v o c a t i o n
schedule. All convocations begin at 1:30 p.m. on the days
designated. · Every undergraduate student must attend one
series A convocation and one
series ·B convocation in addition to the two XU series convocations.
No excuses will be accepted
for not attending at least one
series A and one series B convocation. An excuse from
either of the convocations designated by the letters XU
must be presented to and accepted by the Dean of Men
prior to the convocation. An
unexcused absence from the
required convocations w i 11
merit tlfe offender a fine of
one dollar for each convocation missed.

Rt. Rev. Msgr. Robert J.
Sherry, rector of St. Gregory
Seminary, will be the principal speaker at a general student convocation on Monday,
Feb. 20, at 1 :30 p.m., in the
fieldhouse. The general subject
of the convocation will be
"Speech Improvement."
Msgr. Sherry's talk will be
the start of a general drive
which is planned for the Xavier
campus during Lent for conversational improvement. Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., dean of
men, feels that, "Although offensive and completely improper
language is not common on the
Xavier campus, there can be
considel'able improvement in student 'small talk'." To accomplish
this, during Lent an effort will
be made to raise the moral and
cultural level of the campus by
calling the attention of students
to the virtues and sins associated
with man's power of speech," he
continued. An attempt will be
made to concentrate the efforts
of all students on the matter of
checking their daily chatter in
the interests of charity and propriety.
"In order to assure the success
of the speech program during
Lent, daily Holy Communion
will be stressed, along with
prayer, kindness and thoughtfulness of others in conversation,
and especially cleanness and
refinement of speech," Fr. Ratterman told The News.

The series A convocations are
as follows:
Feb. 15 Baroness Elizabeth von
Guttenberg
"Germany in the Past Year
and Theresa Neumann"
Feb. :u Dr. Louis A. Radelet
"lnterreligious Tension; ·
Understanding a Must"
Feb. 29 Dr. Richard Pattee
"Soviet Threat in Near East"
Mar. 14 Stanley A. Seifried, '57
Theology Defense
Mar. 21 Mrs. "Mazie Ward"
Sheed
A.notlier Philosopher?
"The New French
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert C. Lozier
Revolution"
have become the parents of a
Apr. 25 Rev. Benjamin J. :tuasse, baby girl. It is the second child
S.J.
((!;, f~r th~ philosophy instructor and
(Continued on page 6)
!I~ his W.Ife.

Ret1·eat!

New Orleans To Be Put To Shame By Xavier's
Gigantic Pre-Lenten W eekencl Shindig

Students are reminded that
their retreat requirements are to
be fulfilled by Easter Sunday,
April 1. Failure to comply with
the regulations, as posted on the
bulletin board of the dean of men,
will result in sus11ension.

By Cltarlie W oesfe
The 1956 Xavier University student Mardi Gras explodes
upon the Muskie campus tonight with all its fun-filled, frolicing fury. The opening tip-off in the fieldhouse of tonight's
Xavier-St. Francis (Pa.) basketball game heralds the beginning of this most talked about social weekend of the year.
Kicking off the weekend's ex-

LA ST MINVTE PLANS

Jack Boehle and Dick Buschmann make last minute Mardi Gras
plans with Jean Meyers and Marilyn Lcuthesscr.

Musketeers Quit Steeds
For Flying Machines
The fir s t organizational
meeting of the Xavier University Flying Club, under the
direction of its moderator, the
Rev. Clifford S. Besse, S.J.,
instructor of economics, was
held at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 6 in
room 54 of Albers Hall.
Senior Larry Chinnery explained to the group that the
purpose of the club is to enable
students enrolled at the university to learn to fly at greatly
reduced rates. The rates of $11
an hour for ·dual flight and $8

WILL THIS BE SURPASSED?

an hour for solo flight have been
reduced respectively to $8 and
$5 an hour.
Forty houl's of solo and dual
flight combined is the average
time that it takes a person to
learn to fly. Even after a club
membel' receives his pilot's license, he can continue to fly at
the reduced rates.
Club members will have the
exclusive use of a single-engine
Aeronco-Champion, w h i c h is
available through the Aviation
Center at Lunken Airport. They
may use the airplane at any
time that it is not being used.
Club members are covered by
insul'ance when they are flying
the plane.
Chinnery pointed out that the
ability to fly an airplane will
provide them with a means of
recreation.
The flying club, a dream-child
for Chinnery and Jerry Leary,
a 1955 graduate, was tentatively
planned by. them in the spring
of '55. At the commencement of
the '55 fall semester, Chinnery
proposed the idea to the Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., dean
of men. In collaboration with
Mr. Tom Noonan, president of
the ·Aviation Center and an executive of Ohio Valley Airways,
Inc., and Mr. Don Fairbanks, an
instructor at the Aviation Center, Fr; Ratterman and Chinnery
worked out the organizational
plan for the club until it was
definitively approved by the
Very Rev. Paul L. Connor, S.J.,
president.
The next meeting of the Flying Club will be held at 7: 30
p.m., Feb. 13 in room 54 of
Albers Hall. All interested students, both from the Evanston
campus and from the Evening
Division. are invited to attend.

~~~\~e~~ ~~~l ~u!~~esca~~laz::.
Francis, followed by a carnival
and dance in the fieldhouse.
The pl'ogram continues with
val'ious activities tomorrow afternoon including the showing
of movies of the out-of-town
football games in "the Little
Theater off Reading Square"
(South Hall).
The Mardi Gras Holy Hour
gets things started tomorrow
night in St. Joseph's Chapel
(Elet Hall) at 7: 30, and the
Mal'di Gras Dance follows at
Castle Farm from 9: 00 to 1: 00.
Other items on the program
include a smorgasboard in the
cafeteria starting at 5: 00 p.m.
Saturday and a schedule of
Masses Sunday morning in St.
Joseph's chapel.
Accol'ding to carnival chairman
Ed Durkin, the carnival Friday
evening will feature an assortment of booths manned by various clubs where a Musketeer
can display his prowess at different games of skill to the admiring sighs of the little lady.
The dance part of the program
will run from 10: 00 to 1: 00 with
Xavier student Vito Rossi and
his men providing the music.
Turning to the religious program, Bob Porter has arranged
for Masses in St. Joseph's Chapel
Satul'day morning at 8:30 and
11: 00, and Sunday morning on
the hour from 9: 00 through
12:00.
The big religious affair will
be the annual Mardi Gras Holy
Hour in St. Joseph's starting at
7: 30 Saturday evening. Rev.
James V. McCummiskey, S.J.,
will conduct the hour and give
a short talk.
At Castle Farm tomorrow
night, Smittie and his 15 piece
orchestra will provide continuous
music from 9:00 until 1:00 except for about 35 minutes during
the middle of the evening, Social
Chairman Frank Conneighton
(Continued on Page 7)

BULLETINS
Because of public demand for
tickets for the Xavier-Dayton
game in the Cincinnati Garden,
Mr. Albert Stephan, Xavier Athletic Director, has had to set an
earlier deadline date for students
to redeem their passbooks into
tickets at the athletic office. He
has to know how many tickets to
release to the public. The deadline is set at 5 p.m. Monday,
Feb. 13. Students should present
their activity books at the ath·
letic office in the Fieldhouse to
have them stamped and to receive
a ticket stub for their seat at
the Garden on or before this day.

• •

•

Skippers, long one of the favor·
ite haunts of Xavier students, bas
been declared out of bounds by
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, 8.1.,
dean of men.
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Little Card Castles

egistration has always been a ,painful topic. As ~n. of us
know, efforts are being made to streamline Xavier s r~g
istration procedures. Nonetheless, students were faced with
more forms and cards this semester than previously.
It might be wise if the new systems were permitted to
do away with the old systems. For example, those little white
cards which wertr'formerly used to admit students to class
and to record final grades no longer ha\·e any apparent ~se,
after pre-registration has been completed, except to provide
excuses to "hurry up and wait." What will the professors do
with those little white cards, build castles?
,
It also might be advisable to arrange for more of the
forms to be completed during pre-registration. For example,
those cards which record personal data might advantageously
be completed in advance.
These are administrative matters, and very likely will
receive careful study from the Dean. Some steps have been
taken in the right direction, but we can never' expect to see
a registration system that will please "all of the people all
of the time."

R

Well Done!
e wish to extend a belated accolade of praise to the student-editors of the winter, 1955 issue of the xa,•ier
Athenaeum. It is refreshing to see the appearance of the
writings of new authors in the literary magazine in addition
to the old, one-in-each-issue standby writers.
However, because all praise must implicitly, at least,
contain an element of criticism, we feel reasonably justified
to constructively criticize the Athenaemn in a few respects.
First; we think that the Athenaeum has lost a bit of its literary
finesse by neglecting to use the biographical introductory
paragraphs to the various articles. Second, we think that the
almost total lack of poetry is deplorable. We realize this is
not the fault of the editors, but of the lethargic student-poets
on the campus. We think that it is their duty to the university
and to themselves to contribute their pieces to the university's
literary magazine. Third, we think that the cover-design is
bland; its theme of Greek simplicity is overly simplified and
hence does not have the eye-appeal that this magazine merits.
Although the lately published Athenaeum is marred by
a few accidental defects, the student-editors of the Athenaeum
have managed to preserve the high degree of literary excellence that characterized the Athenaeum of the past. For this
accomplishment we doff our hats to the editors of the Xavier
Athenaeum and hope that the spring, 1956 issue of the magazine will be at least as finely edited as the winter, 1955 issue.

W

Apparent Defeat

P

arty politics has always been plagued by frequent savage
outbursts from much-agitated opponents. Often such acrid
remarks take on a dust-blowing or even mud-slinging appearance, especially in important election years. Early in our
history as an independent nation, many a fatal duel was
occasioned by such provocative remarks exchanged between
high-placed ·politicos. And often since, many an ill-timed or
malevolent statement has led to a consequent defeat at the
polls. Such may be the case in 1956.
As January gave way to her sister winter month of February with a frigid blast felt around the world, a tropical
hurricane of wild charges and loose talk swept through the
political sphere. Both Republican and Democratic voices could
be heard raised in angry charge and counter-charge, attack
and counter-attack, with perhaps the most bitter exchange
taking place over the remarks of Richard Neuberger, a Democratic Senator from Oregon. The Senator's newsletter which
stated that "panicky politicians" might try to have President
Eisenhower "propped up unwisely with drugs and other such
aids so that he could fulfill speaking and TV commitments"
during the coming campaign aroused much sharp criticism
and denunciation, even from among fellow Democrats.
If the result of all this bickering, argument, and debate
were to be tabulated, Democratic chances of regaining the
presidency this fall probably would be found to be at their
lowest since 1952. Strongest public criticism of late has been
directed toward the Democratic camp, the farm problem notwithstanding. Moreover, the ever-growing issue of desegregation in the South is tending to divide that party for the coming
campaign. In addition, a recent Gallup poll which asked the
question "Which party can best keep America prosperous?"
revealed a definite switch in public attitude in the favor of the
GOP. All these factors, when combined with recent unpopular
statements such as those of Neuberger and ex-president Truman, point to a Democratic defeat in November. Although the
year is still young, irresponsible and unwarranted utterances
are not easily and readily forgotten. As history has proved,
they can lose elections.
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Music Stand
By Joe McCarthy
The beloved and world famous maestro, Pierre Monteux, comes to the Queen City,
this weekend, to conduct our
Symphony_ Orchestra. It is the
first time' that the bearded
Frenchman has directed the
Cincinnati group. Acclaimed
for his artistry in his performances with the Metropolitan,
Monteux, who has passed the age
of 80, served a two-decade tenure
as music director of the San
Francisco Symphony until his
retirement in 1952.
Since that nominal retirement,
Monteux has kept himself working as busily as before: During
the course of the past 'year he,
has conducted concert after concert both here and abroad. He
will continue his music with
commitments that he has, even
until 1958. This may indicate just
what vitality and versatality this
man possesses.
Planned on the program under
Mr. Monteux holding the baton
from Music Director, Thor Johnson, as the Cincinnati Symphony's
guest conductor, are . . . .
Passacaglia in C l\linor ...... Bach·
Respighi
Symphony No. 6 in F Major ........
Beethoven
"La l\ler" .......................... Debussy
"Till Eulenspiegels ·Lustige
Streiche" .................... Strauss
Things seem to be amiss in the
jazz world. This can be especially
noted in the antics of two of its
most prominent brass men. The
daddy of the strong lip trumpeters, Louie (Satchmo) Armstrong, made the statement last
week that his favorite band was
Guy Lombardo. Gads! Maybe the
old buy caught something on that
last trip to Europe that makes
him speak so surprisingly.
The present king of all peers
in the progressive jazz division,
the young Chet Baker, seems to
have gone off in all directions in
recent months. Last we had heard
of Chet he was blowing with a
unit touring England. Since then
his piano player Dick Twadzik
succumbed of a heart attack.
Now we get a line on Baker,
stating that Chet, the greatest of
trumpeters, is cooing for his living as a vocalist in a two-bit
Rome Cafe.

DOWN

FRONT

By Tom McAuliJle

Ed. Note: By popular request
stepped to the sidelines this week
(The Knife) will be back soon.

Mr. McAuliffe has onee again
in favor of Mayo Mohs. But Mae

In the Iliad, the blind poet Homer's epic story of the
Trojan war, Achilles the Greek and Hector the Trojan are
heroes. In "Helen of Troy,'' Warner Brothers' Italian-made
film version of the same tale, the producers are less impartial.
Having chosen sides, they make Paris, not Hector, the Hero;
and Achilles, as fate would have it, turns out to be the Heel.

All the Greeks, for that matter,
seem pretty villainous before the of so much Paris in the springs,
picture is over, but even this they'll have to admit .that Jacques
blatant change of weave has not Sernas cuts a fine princely figure
done too much damage to the in his chiton. And as Helen,
lush fabric of the Trojan tapestry. though she is definitely no siren,
As both a story and a spectacle, soft-voiced, dark-eyed Rossana
"Helen of Troy" still stands hel- Podesta has the classic features
met and epaulets far above any and sculptored beauty of a rare
other of the recent offerings from cameo. Others in the cast do as
well.
Rome or Hollywood.
The best parts of the whole
• •
A great d~al of telescoping, of
Despite the favorable com- course, had to be done to squeeze picture, however, are the masterments from the partieipants in the years of bloody conflict-and ful spectaele seenes-the extrathis week's South HaU Survey, plot aetion from the Iliad, the filled battle sequences, at once
the Musie Stand must go on Odyssey, and the Minor Iliad- mighty in erowds but always eonrecord as saying that the Billy into the two-hour unit drama cisely foeused on an individualMay Band at the Military Ball unreeled on the Cinemascope an impaled Greek here, a top·
was not "the greatest." The or- sereen, but seriptwriters John piing Trojan there, a plume-bel·
ganization has slipped a Jot since Twist and Hugh Gray have taken meted general eutting his bloody
swathe through the heart of the
we last heard it during the sum- their liberties with care.
mer. Sinee Billy May quit the
Even with Hector replaced by savage fight.
fronting of the band to go to Paris as the chief Trojan figure,
Impressive, too, is the vast,
Hollywood to do movie sound Greek desire for plunder added grimly-lit armada anchored on
stage work, and gain further to Helen's abduction (here jus- the shores near the mouth of the
laurels as director and arranger tified) as one of the real causes Scamander; the ordered ranks of
for Capitol Records,. the band has for war, and the once ever-pres- Achaeans, each with a different,
slipped. The band has gone a ent gods reduced to mere invo- brightly-painted shield, moving
long way under Sam Donahue, cations in the characters' mouths, with tower and ballista across the
with most of it being down hill. the grand-scale flavor of the or- plains of Ilium towards the TroSam•s a g:reat musician, and has iginal- is happily preserved. In- jan walls; the great, foreboding
good presenee. It's too bad the deed, the reduction of the plot to wooden horse moving into Troy
same can't be said for the group human motives may well be the on the crest of a wild victory
behind him. Right after the ro- factor that saves this picture revel. For these scenes alone, the
tund trumpeter took off for Hol- from some of the unintended hil- antiquity fan will find "Helen of
lywood the May group lost Its arities of last year's "Ulysses." Troy" a twice-see picture.
old style. Now it shows no traces
Still and all, the film is not
The familiar figures of the
of its old perfeetion, and is seem- Heroic Age fare better, too. While without its faults. Viewers may
ingly nothing more than a back- moviegoers, after countless shots feel patronized at the "famous
ground for a tenor-man Donahue. of the bare-chested, ripple-mus- quotations" dropped here and
[Implied in the drop of the cled hero on an assortment of there into the dialogue, and they
B. M. band may be the influence· couches may be just a little tired may chafe a bit at the uncomfortable whitewash job on the affair
of Ray Anthony, who is doing
the group's booking, and who is ity and following from the band between Paris and Helen, albeit
said to own control of the group. he fronts under his own name. more in keeping with the beauIf this be true, .the Billy May This may be one reason for the tiful love theme wrought by mugroup is the third band to come May group being in such an un- sical scorer Max Steiner.
It may seem, too, as It did to this
under bandleader Anthony's con- polished state. Anyway, the Jan. ·
fro1. Possibly Ray does not ;want 13 showing can only be classified erltle, that the "bllndinl' paulon"
(continued on page 8)
a side interest to conflict in qual- as fair.

•
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Further Retreat Opportu._ity For XU
Students
House
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Ne,iv Hispanic Institute Offers
Opport1inity For BS Degree
By Dick Weik
News Associtrlc Editor
Recently the Very Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president of Xavier, announced
that an Institute of Hispanic
Studies was being established

more Latin-Americans will become interested in studying here.
As part of this program, Dr.
Gaston F. Mendez of Cartagena,
Columbia, is studying English
at Xavier. He lives on campus,
in Brockman Hall. Dr. Mendez,
a physician, will study radiology
at General Hospital next summer.

at the university. Dr. Edward
J. Goodman, a member of the
departments of history and politi<;al science and a specialist in
Spanish history, was appointed
director of the institute. Dr.
Matias Vega of the modern language department will be the
With the publication of this
associate director.
A committee of the new His- issue the annual changes in the
panic Studies Institute includes top posts of the editorial staff of
Dr. Goodman and Dr. Vega along The News are taking place.
with Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J., Senior Bob Manley takes over
chairman of the history depart- from Tom Kerver as editor-inment, and Mt'. Joseph E. Bour- chief. Retiring editor Kerver will
geois, chairman of the modern assume the advisory post of
senior editor.
language department.
Bruno Wolff is leaving the
Students can now obtain a
Bachelor of Science degree in post of sports editor to become
Hispanic Studies. They will also a senior editor. Junior John
be able to get a certificate in Haley will assume the post of
sports editor and his column
The First Retreat Group in the Loyola Retreat House For Youth, December 2-4, 1955: Top Row: Camp- international trade while study- "Haley's. Comments," will move
ing
for
the
degree.
The
purpose
bell, Schrand, Dorcbak, Wagner, Spille, Diephaus. 5th Row: Donavan, Naber, Clasg~s, Poweleit, Casfrom page two to page four.
tetter. 4th Row: Lamping, Vye, Rohs, Wild, Brecount, Rothan. 3rd Row: Habig, Juenke, Volle, Santangelo, of the degree prngram is to help
Junior Bob Juenke is the new
students who wish to prepare
Nelson, Brosch. 2nd Row: Smith, Heheman, Co-Captain 'fhomas, Retreat Director Father Gelin, Retreat
managing editor, and sophomore
themselves for work in business,
Master Father Doseh, Captain Baebner, Herbst, Holland, Majors. Kneeling: Bowling, Healy, Duston,
Bill Poole has been advanced to
government, and education in
an associate editorship.
Schare, Fogarty, Malnofskl, Stoner.
Latin American countries.
Dr. Goodman emphasized that
Last December a group of 40 XU pre-med students made imum but some are as long as
Alumni Meet
the first retreat at the new Loyola high school-college retreat six days. The Sodality of the the Hispanic Studies ~nstitute
has another function, that of aidImmaculate
Conception
will
make.
The
fourth annual Xavier
house at Milford. The students were juniors and seniors.
a six day retreat during Holy ing Latin-American students who alumni leaders conference will
Loyola Retreat House is the second retreat house in the Week.
wish to study in the United take place today on the unvernation exclusively for high school-college men. The first
The times of rising and retir- States. By helping these students sity cam p us. Representatives
retreat house to open under an
ing have been changed at Loyola, get acquainted, learn t4e Eng- from alumni chapters are disexclusive young men policy was ural development."
"considering the normal living lish language, and feel that they cussing chapter activities, fund
Gonzaga retreat house in New
Loyola will serve retreat groups habits of the American young are welcome, it is hoped that raising and chapter financing.
York city, which is also run by from the Greater Cincinnati area. man," Father Gelin said, "the
the Jesuits.
The schedule for retreats at Loy- hours have been adjusted accordThe "rock house," as it is called ola is already full for the next ingly." There are no recreation
because of its all stone construc- few months. Retreats there usu- periods as some retreat~ include
tion, was originally part of the ally run two full days at a min- in their programs.
AS MENTIONED IN
••the Noblest Sandwich
of Them All"
old Irwin estate. The Society of
Jesus bought it in 1924 as a NoviTRY CAPRI'S P.IZZA PIES
tiate site. The pre-med students
A Flavor You'll Remember
who spent their last week-end in
OVF.N FRF.Slf
c.utJlY OUT SERVIC&
spiritual meditation at the "Rock"
(J
Smelll.aree
C.S.C.,
Louis
Bouche,
and
Alfred
Xavier
University
and
the
were sitting under the same roof
ft,AIN ................. f .n 11.llO
(Chene •ad Tom11to)
SAUSAGE .. , .• ,.,.••,., .90 1.75
that two presidents of the U.S. Apostleship of Prayer have an· D. Crimi.
.r.tUMIROOMS......... 1.00 J.00
ANCllOVIES .. ,.,..,,.. .'IO 1.75
slept under. Presidents Taft and nounced a national Sacred Heart
Deadline for entries in the
PEPPERONI........... ,90 1.75
CAPRI'S DE LUXE. .... l.l5 J,J5
Theodore Roosevelt were close art competition.
contest is June 1, 1956. Entry
Combination
Capri'•
Pizza Pl• Drhe-ln-loauvd
friends of the Irwins and spent
It is being held in conjunction blanks, available here at Xavier,
oa the Southeast Corner Ten11euee
•nd ReadlnA ROlldo-Bnnd 11111.
some time on the estate before with the second Conference on must accompany pictures.
ORDER DY PHONE, JE 1-9391
OJ>!a E>er)' Day 4 P.M. 'Tll I A.M.
its sale to the Jesuits.
the Theology and Practice of
In announcing the contest,
Frld11y,N~,:~~r ·l~.d,:.unday ·•
Devotion to the Sacred Heart, Rev. Thomas Diehl, S.J., direcSleep in Barracks
A wooden house called the which will take place June 14- tor of the Chicago region of the
"The Party Sn:.cl{ With
"barracks" (no resemblance to 16 here at Xavier. Artists are Apostleship of Prayer, stated:
A Continental Touch"
campus structures of the same invited to submit pictures of the "The Sacred Heart has ,been a
.name) was used from 1925 to Sacred Heart done in black or subject to challenge the Christ1927 as the Novitiate building. In one color on paper or paper ian artist since Its revelation."
Modern artists through this con1929 both buildings were con- substance.
Eight hundred dollars in pur- test, he said " can help their
verted to the men's retreat house
and were used as such until 1949. chase award prizes will be given fellow men to a deeper underNow the wooden "barracks" are for entries judged best from the standing of the love of the Savior
by executing pictures of the
being used as the sleeping rooms point of view of sacred art.
The judges of .the contest Sacred Heart that are animated
and contain the chapel for the
retreatants while the "rock" · include three nationally known and enlivened by the principles
houses the lounging rooms and artists: Rev. Anthony Lauck, of good design."
dining hall.
The sleeping rooms and chapel
were re-decorated before Loyola
opened its first retreat in Decem•
ber. The chapel has been furnished witb. individual chairs and
kneelers. New lounge chairs have
been added to the "rock" house.
All the furnishings and materials
for the retreat houses were
donated by men who ha•1e an
avid interest in the youth retreat
movement.
Meaningful Name
The new retreat house has
Miss Alcon had Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, but we
been named Loyola after . the
know hundreds of petite women we could write
patron of all retreats. Pius XI
about! We fit them every day in the smartest
gave credit to St. Ignatius as
being "the first to teach a cer·
clothes thal do a big job in the charm book!
tain system and a special method
CAREW TOWER • WESTERN HILLS PLAZA
for going through ·spiritual re•
treats." This year is the 400th
anniversary of the founder of the
Society of Jesus.
Cincinnati's Fashion Stores
The youth retl'eat movement
and the opening o~ Loyola retreat
house in Milford is what Father
Nicholas H. Gelin, S.J.. retreat,
Open 24 Hours a Day
director of Loyola, calls, "a nat·

Old Editors Die,
Neiv Ones Follow,
Manley Top Dog

NOW THE FAMOUS

Art Competition Announced As
Part Of Sacred Heart Talks

It's

GONDOLA SANDWICH

POST
@l!.\ r;:> rn

a delicious

"BIG
SIXTY"

about Little Women

'The Most Improved
Double-Decker Hamburger

Compare The Difference!

SIXTY SECOND SHOPS, Inc.

Mahley

&

Carew
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When I finally reach the age of retirement in some fifty
years. or so, rn look .ba~k to these. present days, thi~ week
especially, because this is my last ISsue as Sports Editor of
The Ne\ys. Lookin~ back I'll ~ee how I adapted to a prett.Y
substantial change 111 ~y workmg agenda. A man, .wh~n he. is
ready to leave something that has been almost habit with him
for a long time, notices himself going through the details of
the various processes of his enterprise for the last time; he's
a little sad even though he may have had times along the
line when he anticipated the end of the struggle with gusto.
There have been times during this last year and a half
when this business of trying to writ~ a column, reading
through copy, and setting up the make-up of the pages was
anything but a joy. It was drudgery. But now in this final
attempt at producing a column, I reflect with nostalgia
through the days of my holding this editorship.
We saw Xavier at the bottom of football prowess, and
witnessed a rebirth with the ascendance of Mick Connolly to
the head coaching job. Down-.at Bowling Green, Ky. we bit
nails through two overtimes until Xavier dropped ·western
Kentucky, 82-80. We howled during UC games, and watched
foul balls drift overhead into the.. trees behind the crumbling
baseball stands.
• • • * •
My successor is John Haley, that enthusiastic,· noisy future
lawyer from Joliet. In many ways, Haley is going to surpass
his predecessor. John has a better nose for news; he's a man
who'll dig into details that my own innate laziness has caused
me to overlook. John has a closer contact with the sports
world of Cincinnati than I. He'll probably be more outspoken.
and raise some controversy which we have avoided mostly
because of our poor ability to become really enthusiastic about
anything.
Any of the good work we have done during the year and
a half behind us was more than a little the result of loyal
writing done by the sports reporters. John Haley has not been
with us this year since he has been blasting with his mighty
guns from the editorial page. But we thank him for his service
the previous year. Mel Brennan, who has taken a lot of kidding and cigarettes from me, receives my thanks. Jack Cherry,
whom the University of Dayton thinks is the sports editor of
The News, has a rather wide knowledge of sports and a great
deal of enthusiasm. We appreciate all his long hours collecting
post game material and his work in general. Fellow estudiente
of Spanish Dom Giordano wrote his stories in English. His
ability has won my respect and thanks.
.
The dean of our master technicians of the mother language
is Charlie Woeste, the best feature writer on Xavier sports
pages that I have read. West, we like to call him, has been on
something of an emeritus status with us since he took up
publicity duties with the Mardi Gras. But after tomorrow he'll
be back and loaded with assignments as usual. We extend our
thanks to him. John Plattner, Flo Sokolowski, and Bob Novak,
new men who show ability, deserve thanks, too. John is a
loyal fan and student of sports, and Bob covered frosh football
from the inside as Flo did the bowling scene. Jerry Karches
has done a lot of good photography work for us.
We were schooled in the art of newspaper detail by Tom
~erver ai:d our printer Pete Puterbaugh, whose ideas may
differ at times but both of whom are artists in their field. Bob
Coates and Al Stephan have helped us a lot during our stay
and we are grateful. The last man I thank deserves it more
than anyone else, our moderator, Mr. Martin. He has suffered
ai:d ~ncouraged and helped-all in his quiet, polite, respectwmmng way.
To my readers, I give congratulations; you made it.

Xavier Accepts Bid To Play

X Joins Dayton, Seton Hall, Marqueue Duquesne
•
'
In Touniey At 1llad1son Square Garden 111 NYC

By Bruno Wolfl
Xavier University's Athletic Director Al Stephan announced yesterday that the Muskete
b ketb 11 t
had
. . .
er as
a
7am,
accepted .an mvitation fr~m Mr. Walter T. McLaughlin of the
Metropolitan Intercollegiate Basketball Association to participate in the National Invitation Tournament in New York
City March 17-24. ·
The Musketeers, who before Quarterfinals will be held on the
the UC game had compiled an 19 and 20 with semifinals on the
11·6 record, have been sparked 22, and the finals on the after·
through the season by Dave Pion- noon of the 24.
tek, strong center, and little Jim
This is Xavier's first appear·
Boothe, accurate-shooting guard. ance in the post-season tourna·
Piontek is currently leading the ment which was first held in
squad in scoring with a 42.4% 1938. Last March Duquesne
average from the floor, 290 points dropped Dayton in the final
at an average of 18.1 per game. round, 70-58 for the title' while
Boothe has rung up 285 points, UC fook third place over St.
with a 38.0% and a 16.7 average. Francis, 96-91.
The tournament will begin with
Other teams which have ac·
afternoon and evening double- cepted bids for the tourney are
headers on St. Patrick's Day in Dayton, Seton Hall, Marquette,
the Madison Square Garden. and Duquesne.
----------------------------

Ed Dol~erty
s: o·iis w:tJ11
Eagles
"
., .,
A S Bill Srnytli SJ,}fts To OttU"Vll
"~

~
.,
"
Backfield coach Ed Doherty and line coach Bill Smyth
terminated their service at Xavier this P<\St week by accepting
positions in the two professional football conferences in North
America.
Doherty, a Boston College graduate, was head coach at
Arizona State and Lawrence
High School in Massachusettes
before coming to Xavier. He has
moved his stamping ground back
to the Eastern seaboard now,
Philadelphia where he will serve
as back coach for Hugh Devore
of the Eagles. Doherty brings
with him not only his vast
knowledge of football but his
wife and six children. Doherty
also left his mark at Xavier as
a bridge player.
Doherty, 37, was born at An·
dover, Massachusetts. He was a
standout back at BC and a team-

Bill Smyth

saw service in the professiOnal
ranks as a player on the 1949
and 1950 LA Rams.

By Jtlel Brennan
The Xavier Musketeers face a man-size job in the next
thirteen days when they meet St. Francis of Pennsylvania,
Louisville, Dayton, Eastern and Western in that order.
In St. Francis the Muskies will test a team that attracted
national attention last season with the great Maurice Stokes
leading the way. Stokes is gone
this year, and without him St. of Dayton as well as all other
Francis has dropped in ability to opponents much to cope with.
Along with these two stars, Coach
just an above average team.
Coach Bill Hughes will have Peck Hickman adds Jerry Morean experienced nucleus in Jim man, Bill Darragh and Herb Har·
McClellan, Walt Milinski, Frank rah to round out his starting five.
Puschanver and Bill Saller. McFlyers in Return l\latch
Clellan is the man Hughes hoped
Dayton makes its annual ap·
would keep the national interest pearance in the Queen City
alive, but thus far he has lacked facing Xavier in the Gardens.
the finesse that last year's star The Flyers need little introducStokes had.
tion as they hold a 71·66 victory
Louisville Dangerous
over the Muskies in their only
Louisville, with nine returning meeting thus far this season.
lettermen, iS again one of the Since that time, the Flyers have
nation's top college powerhouses. been beaten once and have acRanked in the top ten all season, cepted a bid to the N.I.T. in New
the Cardinals recently dropped York.
the University of Dayton from
The Maroons of Eastern Kenthe unbeaten ranks.
tucky seek revenge when they
Leading the way for Louisville journey to Cincinnati for a re·
is Phil Rollins, All-American turn engagement with the Musnominee and Charlie Tyra, tow- kies. In a game in Richmond
ering center who gave the Flyers earlier in the season, Xavier

MUSkefeerS Def eat I

Losses T0 M•}3fil)• T

'-

Piontek, Boot/,e Lead Club;
showed that tr
Temn H"s First Half Blues as they were abi
a single point 7
By Jack Cherry
Feeling much like a traveling theater troupe playing
one night stands, the Xavier
Musketeer basketball team
.
returned to the Queen City
after anything but a successful
swing thrm,lgh the 'East, a short
stop in Ohio, and an invasion of
Dixie. On Jan. 9, the Musketeers flew out of Cincinnati for
New York City to make an impression on the highly critical
Eastern writters.
The next night the Xavier
Five made its initial Madison
Square Garden debut against
the Pirates of Seton Hall and
fell victims to the Garden jinx
as Seton. Hall withstood a strong
second half rally to win 84-72.
The Musketeers missed 19
· straight shots early in the game
and were guilty of faulty ball
handling which led to a Seton
Hall half time lead of 42-24.
Dave · Piontek led Xavier in
scoring with 20 points but scoring honors for the evening went
to Dick Gaines with 33. Even
though Xavier lost they drew
nothing but praise in the next
day's New York papers which
termed Xavier as a very fine
team that just suffered from 'the
Garden jitters.
Opene<l Off Broadway
Having opened just around the
Miami (0.) •
corner from Broadway, the Company moved on to Baltimore, Miami won 77-7
intent on returning to the Gotham in March. In the city famous
for oysters and the Orioles, if
this can be termed fame, Xavier
won its eighth game of the season by tripping Loyola 83-54 on
Jan. 12.
Not allowing any grass to
grow under their feet the Musketeers next moved into Philadelphia, Pa., the City of Brotherly Love. Playing the Villanova
Wildcats in the Palestra Xavier

ATOP
MUSIC
HALL

Ed Doherty

mate of Mick Connolly. He received several A 11-American
nominations for his work.
Bill Smyth, whose stay at
Xavier dates from the Ed Kluska
days, will start work next summer in the Canadian league
under Frtank Clair at Ottawa.
Mr. Clair, like Hugh Devore,
was also an opponent coach of
the ex-Xavier mentors last season. He was line coach at the
University of Cincinnati. Smyth .
trounced Eastern while stopping
its great scorer, Jack Adams.
The tables will be reversed
when Xavier travels to Bowling
Green to face Western Kentucky.
The Muskies will be the ones
who will seek revenge over coach
Ed Diddle and his squad for their
upset win last month. Since that
game, the Hilltoppers have im·
proved to a point where they are
one of the best teams in the Ohio
Valley Conference.

::;\t~i··

Les BROWN.,;.
and his
Band of Renown

q.~J an

"'

.:i

TOPPER CLUB

Wull{men To Battle St. Francis
To11ight In Xavier's Fieldhouse

I~

BOB HOPE SHOW

SATURDAY EVENING--FEB. 11
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

GARY CROSBY
TV SINGING STAR IN PERSON

RESERVATIONS--CH. 1-3086
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To Play In National Invitation Basketball Tourney
keteers Defeat I"'oyola, Villanova;
es To Miami Teams Add To Woes
Bootlie Lead Club;
rs First Half Blues
Jack Cherry
much like a travel:er troupe playing
stands, the Xavier
r basketball team
to the Queen City

showed that traveling is tiring
as they were able to win by only
a single point 71-70. Dave Pion-

tek and Jim Boothe averted an
upset with their 20 and 16 points
respectively. Piontek also cleared

:ling but a successful
ugh the 'East, a short
io, and an invasion of
Jan. 9, the Muskeout of Cincinnati for
City to make an imn the highly critical
:itters.
't night the Xavier
~ its initial Madison
arden debut against
:; of Seton Hall and
:; to the Garden jinx
:all withstood a strong
f rally to win 84-72.
'eteers missed 19
ots early in the game
guilty of faulty ball
V'hich led to a Seton
time lead of 42-24.
titek led Xavier in
th 20 points but scorfor the evening went
~aines with 33. Even
1vier lost they drew
Lt praise in the next
York papers which
tvier as a very fine
just suffered from 'the
ters.

i<l Off Broadway
pened just around the
1 Broadway, the Corned on to Baltimore,
eturning to the Gothc:h. In the city famous
~ and the Orioles, if
termed fame, Xavier
:hth game of the sea1ping Loyola 83-54 on

•wing any grass to
r their feet the Musict moved into Phila., the City of BrothPlaying the Villanova
L the Palestra Xavier

B

ATOP
MUSIC

Miami (0.) players fight for the ball during last Saturday's game.
Miami won 77-76.
'
Photo by Karches

the boards 17 times to add stock
to his all-American chances.
Back home long enough to
gather new clothes and renew
old acquaintances, Xavier met
its crosstown rivals the Bearcats of Cincinnati before 12,300
fans at the spacious Cincinnati
Gardens. Xavier got off to- a
miserable start and was behind
26-6 before the Musketeer marksman began to hit . the range.
Down by 1'l at halftime, 43-31,
Xavier staged a tremendous
second half comeback to come
within four points of the Bearcats 58-54 with 10:46 remaining;
but Wayne Stevens, Frank Nimmo, and Connie Dierking scored
rapid goals to put the Musketeers out of contention. Dave
Piontek gathered 18 rebounds
and as many points in addition
to stopping Phil Wheeler, UC
ace, with seven points. Boothe
added 18 also to Xavier's losing
effort.
Flyers Tl'i11m1>h
On Saturday, Jan. 21, the show
again went on the road this time
to Dayton to engage the Goliaths
of Dayton U, everybody's number
two team in the country. Against
the Flyers the Muskies could do
no right in the first half as Dayton built up a 42-23 margin at
one point. · Sophomore guard
Arlen. Bockhorn scored 14 in the
opening half to lift Dayton to
a intermission advantage of
45-34. Led by Dave Piontek the
Muskies began to roll in the
second half • and gave Tom
Blackburn and the 5, 700 Dayton
followers the scare of the season when at 6: 14 Piontek connected on a layup to make· it
64-64, but Xavier had spent
itself catching up and Jim Paxson along with Bill Uhl ended
matters by scoring a string of

points to go ahead to stay.
Piontek, taking a back seat to
nobody, anywhere had 18 points
and 20 rebounds against Dayton
combine of Uhl, Paxson and
Palmer. Boothe continued to
score as he finished with 17.
Muskies Win Two
Immediately after exams Xavier headed South to New Orleans
and at their first stop the Musketeers won over Loyola of the
South 75-54 as Piontek continued
to wear the mantle of an allAmerican in great style by tossing in 29 points to equal the all
time Xavier individual scoring
record previously held by Gene
Smith. Dave also pulled in
22 rebounds to turn in an excellent night's work. Mobile,
Ala. was the next billing and
Xavier disposed of Spring Hill
for the second time this season,
70-47. Spring Hill was never in
contention and Piontek set a
new school record for points
in a career with his 10. Dave
added 24 more rebounds to his
total and Jimmy Boothe was top
scorer with 16.
Two Miami Losses
Miami Bench was the setting
for Xavier's final southern appearance at the Miami Hurricanes entertained the Musketeers
at the Miami Beach Auditorium
but did show the famous southern
hospitality as Miami led by two
Yankees from Elwood, Incl., Gene
Stage and Eel Morris, sparked
the Hurricanes to their 10th win
in 20 games by dealing the Musketeers a · Jast second upset loss
77-75. Piontek and Boothe, Xaviers one-two scoring punch tallied 14 of Xavier's last 18 points
between them as Boothe finished
with 22 and Piontek with 21.
That man Piontek continued his
dominance of the boards with

Frosh Drop Miami;
Freeman Leads Club
To Winning Season
By Bob Novak
Xavier's Frosh basketball
team rolled on in its line of
unbroken victories by dropping Miami University's freshmen last Saturday by 14
points. The Junior Musketeers
have swept through seven viqtories.
Highlights in the present skein
are victories over Dayton and
Cincinnati. The Muskies jumped
all over UC, 86-69 and then came
from behind in the last minute
and sixteen seconds to defeat the
Flyers on their home floor, 64-59.
Principals in the Xavier march of
tl'iumph have been Cornie Freeman, lanky center; Jim Dentinger and Hank Stein at the guards;
and Joe Viviano and Jim Puthoff,
forwards.
TEAM SCORING
Name
Points Av.
Freen1an .......................... 103
17
Puthoff ............................ 81
14
Viviano ............................ 77
13
Stein ................................ 63
11
Dentinger ........................ 57
10
Pohlgeers ........................ 36
6
Weiner ............................ 32
5
15 rebounds.
Returning home to Schmidt
Memorial Fieldhouse, the Musketeers found another Miami in
waiting, the Miami Redskins
from Oxford. No more friendly
than their southern cohorts of
the same title, Miami handed
Xavier its second straight upset
77-76. Piontek led all scorers
with 27 while Kennon led the
Miami attack with 26.

When classes are through
And yolfr girl's close to you
Here's a good thing to do-have a CAMEL!

~·

%&

HALL

It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
- more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild !

!SHOW

·-FEB. 11

:TION

)BY

:RSON

1-3086

, B, J, R1rnold1 Tobacco Co,, Wln1ton·Sal1m, N;O.
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New Military Reserve Act
Affeels All College Students

Va1·iety Offered
In Spring Schedule

(continued from page 1)
"Does the Bell Toll for
When Major General George W. Smythe, Deputy ComSocialism"
manding General pf the Second Army, visited the Xavier May 2 Student Speakers
Campus on December 7, 1954, he predicted that Congress
Program
The series B convocations are
would pass a new selective service act with the emphasis on
a large reserve component. Congress did just that when it as follows:
Feb. 27 Mr. Preston Hancock
passed the new Reserve Forces
Piano lecture-recital
Act of 1955, designed to enlarge
1'1ar. 12 Cincinnati Collegethe present reserve forces from
Conservatory Student
800,000 to 2,900,00 in four years.
Concert ·
The Reserve Act makes reserve,
Mar. 19 Cincinnati Collegeas well as active duty, necesA new instructor joined the
Conservatory Student ··
sary, and it provides an oppor- staff of the department of miliConcert
itunity to shorten active service tary science and tactics on Dec.
Apr. 9 Nu Phi Epsilon Glee
by reserve duty. The most sig- 14. He is M/Sgt. Earl A. Higgins.
Club
'
nificant feature of the new law Sgt. Higgins who arrived here
.
Apr.
30
Xavier
University
Clef
is that no provision has been after a tour of duty with the
.Club Concert
made for deferring college stu- tenth special forces group in
The
series XU convocations at
dents. They can fill their military Germany, has a long record
which attendance is required for
obligation without undue inter- in the service.
all undergraduate students is as
ruption of their education, since
He entered the Army in March
,
the Act rtquires no extended of 1943. He served in Afric;a, follows:
Feb.
20
Lenten
Convocation
active duty.
China, Burma, and India during
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Robert J.
Before becoming 181h, a stu- World War II. In Korea, Sgt.
Sherry
dent may sign for reserve train- Higgins was with the airborne
"A University Lenten
ing which will continue until he rangers, and fought through the
Program"
reaches the age of 28. Thus he bitterest period of the war after
would never have to go on ac- the Chinese Red invasion. He May 7 Honors Convocation
Distribution of Awards
tive duty for more than 17 days has been wounded in action
by serving in the Reserve for twice and holds the Purple
at least nine and a half yars. Heart with cluster.
S111oking Regulations
Another plan for those under
Sgt. Higgins is married and
Smoking is_ prohibited in all
181h permits young men fo serve has a boy 13 months old. He is classrooms and on all Boors above
for six months on active duty now an expectant father again.
the first. in all buildings.
and seven and a half years in
the Reserve. And, as in the past,
he can serve for two years active duty and four years in the
reserve.
ROTC will continue to supply
the majority of reserve officers.
However, their military obligation will date from the time they
receive their commissions. Some
will serve two or more years of
active duty and enough years
in the reserve to complete six
years of military obligation.
Others will serve six .months ori
active duty and then · remain in
the ready reserve for seven and
a half years.
There are notices of the selective service qualification examination posted on the bulletin
:~
boarel in Science Hall. The Act
has not eliminated these exams,
but it is expected that it will unless an amendment is introduced
to change the wording or meaning of Reserve Bill as it now
stands.

Ne'W Instructor
Joins ROTC Staff

German Baroness To Address
XU Students At Convocation
Baroness Elizabeth von Gut- Xavier University students
tenberg, author and lecturer, Wednesday, Feb. 15, at 1:30
will address a convocation of p.m. in the Albert D. Cash
Memorial Conference Room
Xavier Gets Funds in the Logan Building.

Fro1n Ford Grant
Xavier, along with 615 regionally accredited, private four-year
colleges and universities, has received an endowment grant from
the Ford Foundation, the income
from which is to be applied to
faculty salary increases during
the next 10 years. The grant
-to Xavier is $252,800 which
will yeild approximately $10,000
a year. These funds will be applied to the regular merit increases. ~ranted t~ the lay faculty.
In addition, Xavier plans to continue t<;> pay the across-the-board
cost-of-.living increase of $500
for which an annual appeal to
business and industry, alumni,
parents and friends was set up
last year. One half of the Ford
Foundation grant will .be received by June 30, 1956 and the
remainer by June 30, 1957. After
10 years the university may expend the interest or the principal at its discretion.

Her topic will be, "Germany
in the Past Year and Theresa
Neumann."
The widow of Baron George
von Guttenberg, leader of the
White Army which liberated
Munich from the Spartacists
after World War I, the Baroness
is the author of Holding the
·Stirrup, which tells the story
of the Germany aristocracy that
went to death at the hands of
Hitler.
Known ,as one of "Germany's
greatest ambassadors," she is
presently on a Te Deum lecture
' tour of the United States. She
is an authority on Theresa Neumann the German mystic.
'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Mont1ome17 Road
Ev~n

LOOKY ! LUCKY DROODLES ! HAVE A BALL I

WHAT'S
THIS?
For solution see
paragraph below.

THERE'S NO QUESTION that Luckies taste better-

District Chief To
Inspect ROTC Unit

they're made of fine tobacco that's TOASTED to
taste better. There's no question in the Droodle above,
either (in case you were thinking it looked like a question mark). It's titled: Captain Hook reaching for a
better-tasting Lucky. If you'd like to get your hooks
on the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked, light
up a Lucky yourself. It's jolly, Roger!

Brig. Gen. Martin J. Morin,
who became the new chief of
the Ohio military district on
Feb. 1, is here at Xavier today
to visit the ROTC unit and the
university in general.
The general will tour. the military installations at Xavier and
will probably review one or
more corps day battalions.
Gen. Morin takes his new post
in Ohio after a long tour of duty
in Korea. He was in the West
Point class of 1923.

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Prill9

Down Front
(Continued from Page 2)
and weak dialogue of these two
are more apt to have launched a
canoe on the Wabash than a
thousand biremes on the Aegean.
But for the cinemaddicts not
hep to Virgil, the greatest shock
may come at the end: Troy falls,
Paris dies, and· Helen rather
wanly returns to Sparta with her
slobbering Menelaus. Justice, indeed, seems to have failed.
But the Trojans are a farseeing
people, the .vengeance they owe
the Greeks a longtime thing, and
the possibilities of a sequel irresistible.
All is not lost. While the crafty
Achaeans are busy looting King
Priam's treasury, Trojan prince
Aeneas, with son, has quietly
slipped out the back door to
found Rome.

'.LAIT HI OP ICHUlllT'I
UNPINllHID SYMPHONY
'rheodore Foeter
U. of Colorado/

Students I

EARN s251
Cut your~lf in on the Lucky
Droodlo gold mine. We pay $25
for all we use-and for a whole
raft we don't use! Send ;">'our
Droodlos with de11Criptivo titles.
Include your name, address, college and class and the name and
address of tho dealer in your college town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Address:
Lucky Droodle, Box 67 A, Mount

L_!c!!:~~~~---------------

CIGARETTES

:; .· .·- .-· .

I;

-:·.·=··.;.: =·-···.·.·.·.·:·:-:-: ... ·.:-:........:..... ·-=···=·:········=········-·.·=·:·=·:·:···===

CAHLlllLY llONID
HANOlllCHllP
Kimmo Kautto ·
U. of Indiana

ITAIT Of Ill ,.,_
Al lllN IY • I l l
Carol Newman
U. of New HampUaire

LUCKIES TASTE
BEITER .. Cleaner, Fr.slier, Smoother/
c1:e~c?'~
OA.T. Co.

l'tlODVCT OP

AMSRICA'I LSADINQ MANVPACTUasa or C:IGARSTTSI

.
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The Night Side of The News
Evening College Librarian
Calls It A Night

~

Miss Edith MacVeigh (center> is shown above working in her
capacity as EC librarian, a post which she is leaving....

By Sally Evans
Seven and a half years of
service to XUEC ended last·
week when Miss Edith M.
MacVeigh retired from her
position as librarian. Miss
MacVeigh is a social worker by
profession. She received her B.S.
in Sociology from Maryville
Sacred Heart College in St. Louis,
Missouri, and St. Louis University.
She was district supervisor of
the Catholic Charities of the New
York archdiocese and also district supervisor of the New York
state department of social welfare in Buffalo and Syracuse.
Miss MacVeigh has traveled
extensively, and has been abroad
three times and lived in France
for a year. She also toured
throughout the United States as
a writer and lecturer.
Miss MacVeigh is an active
member of the Alumna of the
Sacred Heart, Clifton and is a
former officer and publicity
chairman of t h e Cincinnati
branch of the National Association of American Pen Women.·
I

Tavern Schedrtles
Progra~ For 25th
Anniversary Year
Mermaid Tavern Schedule,
Castor, 1956 ·
Feb. 13: Anniversary Highday
(AU-patron)
Feb. 20: Host's Highday
Feb. 27: Lady's Day Tavern
Mar. 5: Aquinas Highday
Mar. 12: Eyas Wrighting
(Mid-semesters)
Apr. 2: Easter Highday
Apr. 9: Bartholomew Fair
Apr. 16: Globe Highday
Apr. 23: St. George's Dragon
Apr. 30: Sorels Highday
(Comprehensives)
May 14: Bede Highday
(Semester Exams)
June 5 Sores Hlghday
Summer Highdays

Several 'Industries
To Interview
Future Grads Soon
The following campus interviews will take place between •
9: 30 a.m. and 4: 30 p.m. on the
days designated. Representatives
of the Shell Oil Company will
interview accounting and chemistry majors on Feb. 14. Mr. E.
G. De Stefano of the Mr. Ruben
H. Donnelly Corp. will interview accounting majors on Feb.
15. Students of all majors interested in industry will be interviewed by Mr. Dave Spooner ·of
the Ford Motor Co. on Feb. 21.
Interested seniors and graduate
students should register for interview at the Guidance-Placement Office as soon as possible.

Another Crisis
Final grades for first semester
work will be available in the
office around February 15. They
will be distributed in alphabetical order and further notices
concerning them will be posted
on the bulletin board.

Book Returns
Going Strong
(Continued from Page 1)
has set up a floor show to provide talent laden entertainment
during this time.
Tickets for the whole evening's
merriment and festivity are $4
a couple with a $1 reduction
for each M. G. book cover turned
in. To• clear up a point that mjght
be puzzling some students, the
Mardi Gl'as Dance is informal
and corsageless.
The big feature of tomorrow
night's activity will ·be finding
out who's going to walk off with
the Oldsmobile hardtop and all
the student awards. Mardi Gras
book chairman Dick Buschman
reports that the 1956 •book returns are running two and a
half times greater than the 1955
(peak) year as of last Monday.
The returns will be wrapped up
today at the M. G. office in North
Hall by 5: 00 instead of the time
stated on the back of the books.
Buschman will be there until
5: 00 to take care of everyone.
A reminder from hospitality
chairman Chuck Menk asks
that reservations for the smorgasboard be made at Elet Annex
no later than this evening.

Five Neiv Faces
Added To Evening
College Fac1tlty
Mr. Russell J. Walker, dean of
the Evening College, has announced the addition of five
new members to the faculty.
The two new instructors of genneral psychology are Mr. Jack
C. McElroy and Mr. William F.
Cahalan.
Mr. McElroy holds degrees
from Ohio State and Michigan
State un.iversities, and also serves
as a personnel development
specialist with General Electric.
Mr. Cahalan is rejoining the
faculty after a four year absence.
He received degrees from Fordham and Columbia, and will
also instruct business psychology.
He is personnel director of Cappel-MacDonald & Co.
The economics department also
has two new members. Both
Mr. William G. Wessling, and
Mr. Paul A. Hillen, will instruct
courses in principles of economics. Mr. Wessling holds degrees
from the University of Cincinnati and Xavier. He is presently
engaged as an accountant and
business analyst. Mr. Hillen
earned both his bachelor's and
master's degrees at Xavier and
is employed at General Electric
as an accountant.
Mr. John B. Hart is the new
addition to the mathematics
staff. He will instruct trigonometry. Mr. Hart, who majored in
physics and mathematics, is the
holder of two degrees from
Xavier, and is at present a doctoral candidate at the University of Cincinnati. In addition
to his Evening College cl11-ss,
Mr. Hart serves on the Liberal
Arts faculty, a position he has
held since 1950.

Doering Makes Strides
Dr. Edward A. Doering has
been appointed a full-time instructor in the departments of
English and business administration. Also, Dr. and Mrs. Doering have been blessed with a
new male addition to the family.

Monetary Rewards Attract Scholars;
Contest To Try Lite1·ary Leanings
The American Society for · and the title of the sponsoring
Personnel Administration is spon- professor, the contestant's prossoring its 'fourth annual manu- pective 1956 summer address,
the contestant's permanent adscript writing contest. The first dress if different than probable
prize is $200, second $100 and summer address, and the title of
third $50. Competition is open the manuscript.
to juniors, seniors, and graduate
All entries must be poststudents majoring in personnel marked no later than midnight,
or business administration. Con- March 31, 1956. Inquiries about
testants may choose any subject the contest and completed manof working interest to personnel uscripts should be mailed to Mr.
managers and directors of public Calvin L. McCoy, director of
relations.
personnel, the Murray Ohio
Manuscripts entered in thQ Manufacturing Co., 1115 E. 152nd
contest must contain between St., Cleveland 10 Ohio.
2500 and 5000 words and must
P apers of the winning contestbe typewritten and double spaced. ants will be published by the
A title page must contain the American Society for Personnel
contestant's name, the name of Administration in its year book •
the school, the class, the name or magazine.
0

CIRCLE THESE DATES
February 9,_ 10, 1956
You can discuss career opportunities with our
. representatives at this time.
Our THREE-MINUTE STORY
is in your Placement Office

Electro Metallurgical Company
A Division of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

For

·Meals at Home •••
For Lunches at Work or School • .'.

-~~
HOMOGENIZED MllK

QUAllTY V CHEKD
ICE CREAM

(with Vitamin D)

l

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert! At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
5880, or ask yowr French-Bauer driver!
?s~.

~ ~

.

I

BETTER DAIRY PRODUCTS SINCE 1842

~""'~I "ltcostsnomoretousethebestl"

J. Paul Sheedy* Had A Hangdog Look Till

TUXEDO
RENTAL

Piuchpennies-Note !
Students and their . friends
wishing to see "Cinerama Holiday" at the Capital theatre on
Vine Street may now obtain
tickets for the show at reduction
in price.
Groups of 20 or more college students, not necessarily
XU students, are now enabled
to see "Cinerama Holiday" for
$1. The tickets are available for
Monday through Friday and are
regular $2.65 seats.

'

Wiltlroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

*
LANDEN, LTD.
\

606 JI'ine St.
PArkway l-'7345

., Too Important To Forget-

Poor old mangy Sheedy was hounded by a lack of confidence! Every girl

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan
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WOodburn 1-2474
eeeeeeeer'

he talked to told him he was barking up the wrong tree. "Fido'nt get a
date pretty soon," he howled, "I'm gonna flea the campus and go home
to mutter." Then he got wise to W'ildroot Cream-Oil.
Now he has confidence in a11y situation because
he nose his hair looks healthy and handsome, the way
Nature intended ... neat but not greasy. Contains the
htart of Lanolin, the \"cry best part of Nature's finest hair
and scalp conditioner. Get yourself a bottle or tube of
Wild root Cream·Oil, America's biggest selling hair tonic.
It gives you the confidence you need to be a gay dog.
*of 13 l So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamsville, N. }',

Wlldroot Cream-011
..
gives you confidence I
Wildroot Compaoy, Inc., Bulfalo 11, N, Y.
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SOUTH HALL SURVEY
Question: Did you like Billy l\lay's BarMl'?

Re110rler: Jeny Lynn
Greg Niehaus: I like Billy May's
band myself. However his dance
music is usually fast and on the
---· jazz side. For
· ·.J the Military
j Ball he slowed
: clown a little
1
•'\Y ,f,
.:., ··. i bit, .but still his
....
({~ .. , ,,_ • ' I music
was a
1 • ).:·,~s · · :, · little too fast to
f'-!°..-::~'; . ' dance to. Hi s
, ·"· ··" · · :, · i music is all
" ' ! right for those
fellows that
like to cut the
rug like Rog Lammers. However,
for a Military Ball I would like
a band that has a variety of
music.

• •

Ray Lombardi: I enjoyed Billy
May's band very much. I think
his music is very enjoyable to
listen a n d to
dance to. He
seemed to play ,
what everyone
wanted to hear.
All in all I
thought his
band was ter- .
rific. I t h i n k :
there
was
something
missing in the
band, and that was Billy May
himself. I think everyone there
wanted to see him lead his own
band.

F1tt1tre Sodalists
On Good Behavio1·
Beginning Feb. 16

Pete Mullane: I though Billy
May's band at the Military Ball
was terrific. He seemed to play
the type of mu- , " ,
sic everybody /,~l~
likes. He played {"' ' ,,,.......
'
just the right ~;-~ · __
~
amount of f~st
:A-:,
.-,~~
1
and slow mus1c. l"....:
-.-.: :
I 1i k e d t h e '
'\,
I
band better
· ·"-,·;t{
when Billy
'
May was lead\ •\
ing it. Sam
·
Donahue was
good but it is called Billy May':;
band so I think he would lead it.

.

~

B·

a

Summer Toi.J May Prove
Lucrative To Amhitiou~
Summer Jobs Inc. is offering
lo assist students, Iaculty members, and other staff members
of the university to .find fulltime and part-time summer
jobs. Additional information may
be obtained by those interested
by writing to Summer Jobs Inc.,
2343 15th St., Troy, New York.

Seniors Asked To
Get On .T.hc Stick
When officers of the senior
class met Wednesday they
were asked by president Al
Cash to intensify their efforts
to secure the greatest possible
participation in the class gift
fund. The gift committee clisclosccl that 90 class members
have not as yet been contacted
concerning the gift.
An honor roll listing the names
of all members of the senior
class who have made or pledged
a gift will be posted on the bulletin board next week. The
amounts will not be li.J>led.
Meanwhile, Dean Rbsscll J.
Walker of the XUEC has disclosed that EC seniors arc interested in joining seniors from the
E\'anslon campus in participation in the class gift.

I{arches Photos
Jfl ctltling.~ A Specialty

REASON ABLE PRICES

Call KI I- 764·3

Parl{i11g Proves Prol1le111;
No In1n1ediate Relief 111 Sigl1t
Recently, much unfavorable
comment has been heard with
regard to the parking situation
at Xavier. Some suggestions
have been voiced that the present
I-Iernlcl Ave. parking lot be paved
lo alcviate overcrowded conditions. Student Council has, of
la tc, seemed disposed to direct
some of the Mardi Gras funds
in that direction. But the university aclminislra lion has decided that future development
plans have other use for the

S 11eakers .Bureau Seeking W01tld-Be
01·ators Ji1or Variety Of Engage1nents
Students who desire experience
in public speaking, or who wish
lo get their ideas before the
public, should contact Rev. John
IL Reinke, S.J., faculty moderator of the Xavier Student Speake1·s Bureau. The Bureau will
provide students with an audience such as the Kiwanis Club
or a parish luncheon. Fr. Reinke
is in contact with many of the
clubs and organizations in Cincinnati which periodically call
him and ask for a student speaker

PACKS MORE
PLEASURE
because 'it's More Perf_fctly Packed!

On the weekend of Feb. 4,
Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., director of Sodalities, led a group o!
12 Socialists from Xavier University and six from St. Xavier
High School to the Training
School of Sociality Action conferences at the University of
Detroit. Approximately 4000 students from all over the United
States attended the conferences.
The topics were the organization,
function, duty, and need of the
Sociality as a way of life.
The Sodality is starting a new
probation group, the first meeting which will be held February
16 at 7 p.m. in room 109 of
Science Hall. Anyone who is
interested should attend the
meeting or contact Fr. Wenzel.

Frustrated Actors,
Now's The Chance
For Discovery
Mr. John G. Maupin, instructor of speech, has announced
that tryouts for the romantic
drama "The Siege of Pampeluna"
will be held from 7:30 to 10:30
p.m. at South Hall on February
15, 1956. There are 22 male and
8 female parts in the play. Previous acting experience is desired but not required of applicants.
"The Siege of Pampcluna,''
written by James Qualin, a member of the Catholic Theater Conference, is a cloak-and-dagger
drama with comic overtones.
The play is being presented as
a special event in commemoration of the 125th anniversary of
Xavier University and the 400th
Ignatian Year.

B1umring's Ph1rmacy
The Drug Store Clo!e6t To

Xavier Universit11
1118 1'1ont101Der7 Road
1'1Elro1e 1-3708

Satt"if!J Ji;ursetf ·with a Milder, Better-Tasting smokcpacked for more pleasure by exclusive Accu-Ray

The more perfectly packed your
cigarette, the more pleasure ii
gives ... and Accu-Ray packs
Chesterfield far more perfectly.

To the touch ... to the taste,
an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satisfies the most ... burns more
evenly, smokes much smoother.

Herald Ave. site.
On the other hand, the university is seriously considering
use of the Clenney Ave. land
purchased recently for a paved
parking lot. A definite decision
on the matter is expected soon.
Originally considered as one
of three possible sites for the
senior class gift athletic field,
the Cleaney Ave. property has
been ruled out for this project
in favor of the vacant area adjoining Brockman Hall.

Firm and pleasing to the lips
... mild yet deeply satisfying to
the taste - Chesterfield alone is
pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.

CHESTERFIELD
MILD, YET THEY

sawwI

from Xavier.
In the past, Xavier students
have given speeches about such
topics as juvenile delinquency,
the Sodality, and the running of
a school newspaper. Currently,
the Rifle Club has a demonstration on safety in the use of firea1·ms to present.
The Student Speakers Bureau
can accomplish an important
function in public relations for
the Xavier student body as well
as for the university as a whole.

